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A TOP-DOWN APPROACH TO
ARCHITECTING CPI COMPONENT

PERFORMANCE COUNTERS
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS CAN GAIN INSIGHT INTO SOFTWARE-HARDWARE INTERACTIONS

BY DECOMPOSING PROCESSOR PERFORMANCE INTO INDIVIDUAL CYCLES-PER-INSTRUCTION

COMPONENTS THAT DIFFERENTIATE CYCLES CONSUMED IN ACTIVE COMPUTATION FROM

THOSE SPENT HANDLING VARIOUS MISS EVENTS. CONSTRUCTING ACCURATE CPI

COMPONENTS FOR OUT-OF-ORDER SUPERSCALAR PROCESSORS IS COMPLICATED,

HOWEVER, BECAUSE COMPUTATION AND MISS EVENT HANDLING OVERLAP. THE AUTHORS’

COUNTER ARCHITECTURE, USING AN ANALYTICAL SUPERSCALAR PERFORMANCE MODEL,

HANDLES OVERLAP EFFECTS MORE ACCURATELY THAN EXISTING METHODS.

......A key application of user-visible
hardware performance counters is to give
the software developer clear, accurate, and
useful hardware-related performance infor-
mation. This information provides guidance
on software changes that can improve
performance. An intuitively appealing way
to represent the major performance compo-
nents is to quantify their contributions to
the average cycles per instruction (CPI).
However, for out-of-order superscalar pro-
cessors, conventional performance counters
don’t provide the type of information from
which software developers can determine
accurate CPI components. One reason is
that hardware designers have historically
constructed performance counters in a bot-
tom-up fashion by focusing on individual
events that affect performance, such as cache
misses, without considering how to com-

bine individual counts into a comprehensive
picture of CPI components.

In contrast, by viewing performance in
a top-down manner with accurate CPI
measures as the goal, designers can define
a set of performance counters that provide
basic data from which software developers
can build an accurate overall CPI picture.
We have developed such a top-down
approach, beginning with a superscalar pro-
cessor performance model called interval
analysis. Interval analysis gives an in-depth
understanding of relationships among miss
events and related performance penalties.
We use insights from the performance
model to design a novel hardware perfor-
mance counter architecture for computing
CPI components that are accurate to within
a few percent of CPI components computed
by detailed simulations. This approach is
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significantly more accurate than previously
proposed methods of breaking down CPI
components (see the sidebar, ‘‘Computing
CPI stacks: Other approaches’’). Moreover,
the proposed counter architecture’s hard-
ware complexity is comparable to that of
existing counter architectures.

Constructing CPI stacks
The average CPI for a computer program

executing on a given microprocessor com-
prises a base CPI plus several CPI compo-
nents that reflect lost cycle opportunities
caused by miss events such as branch
mispredictions and cache and translation
look-aside buffer (TLB) misses. The break-
down of CPI into components is often
called a CPI stack because the CPI data is
typically displayed as a stack of histogram
bars representing the CPI components, with
the base CPI at the bottom. A CPI stack
reveals valuable information about an
application’s behavior on a given micropro-
cessor and provides more insight into that
behavior than raw miss rates do.

Figure 1 shows an example CPI stack for
the twolf benchmark executing on a four-
wide superscalar out-of-order processor.
The CPI stack reveals that the base CPI
(in the absence of miss events) equals 0.3;
other substantial CPI components are for
L1 instruction cache misses (0.18), L2 data
cache misses (0.56), and branch mispredic-
tions (0.16). The overall CPI is 1.35 (the
top level of the stack in Figure 1).

Application developers can use a CPI
stack to optimize their software. For
example, if the I-cache miss component is
relatively high, improving instruction local-
ity is the key to reducing CPI and increasing
performance. Or, if the L2 D-cache miss
component is high, as is true for the twolf
example, changing the data layout or adding
software prefetching instructions may be
productive optimizations. Note that a CPI
stack also shows the maximum performance
improvement for a given optimization. For
example, improving twolf’s L2 D-cache
behavior can improve overall performance
by at most 41 percent—the L2 D-cache
miss component divided by the overall CPI.

.....................................................................................................................................................................

Computing CPI stacks: Other approaches

There are several approaches to computing CPI stacks for in-order architectures. For

example, the Intel Itanium processor family provides a rich set of hardware performance

counters for computing CPI stacks.1 The Digital Continuous Profiling Infrastructure (DCPI) is

another example of a hardware-performance-monitoring tool for an in-order architecture.2

Computing CPI stacks for in-order architectures, however, is relatively simple compared with

computing CPI stacks for out-of-order architectures.

The IBM Power5 is the only out-of-order microprocessor we know of that implements

a dedicated counter architecture for computing CPI stacks.3 The Power5 approach is an

improvement over the naive approaches described in this article, but it doesn’t accurately

compute the instruction cache and instruction translation look-aside buffer CPI components

or the branch misprediction penalty. The Intel Pentium 4 doesn’t have a dedicated counter

architecture for computing CPI stacks.4 Rather, it features a mechanism for obtaining

nonspeculative event counts—that is, it doesn’t count miss events along mispredicted

control-flow paths.

Researchers have recently proposed other hardware-profiling mechanisms for out-of-order

architectures. However, the goal of those methods is quite different from ours. Our goal is to

build simple, easy-to-understand CPI stacks, whereas the other approaches aim at detailed

per-instruction profiling. For example, the ProfileMe framework randomly samples individual

instructions and collects cycle-level information on a per-instruction basis.5 ProfileMe

collects aggregate CPI stacks by profiling many randomly sampled instructions and

aggregating all of their individual latency information. An inherent limitation with this

approach is that per-instruction profiling doesn’t allow modeling of overlap effects. The

ProfileMe framework partially addresses this issue by profiling pairs of potentially concurrent

instructions.

Another per-instruction approach, Shotgun profiling, models overlap effects between

multiple instructions by collecting miss event information within hot spots, using specialized

hardware performance counters.6 A ‘‘postmortem’’ analysis based on a simple processor

model then determines the amount of overlap and interaction between instructions within

these hot spots. Per-instruction profiling has three inherent limitations: It relies on sampling,

which can introduce inaccuracy. It uses per-instruction information for computing overlap

effects. And it uses interrupts for communicating miss event information from hardware to

software, which can lead to overhead or perturbation issues.
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Underlying performance model
Although the basic idea of a CPI stack is

simple, computing accurate CPI stacks on
out-of-order superscalar processors is chal-
lenging because of the overlapped proces-
sing of independent operations and miss
events. The interval performance model for
superscalar performance evaluation is the
basis of a top-down hardware performance
counter architecture. Interval analysis pro-
vides insight into a superscalar processor’s
performance without requiring detailed
tracking of individual instructions. In in-
terval analysis, disruptive miss events (such
as cache misses, TLB misses, and branch
mispredictions) partition execution time
into discrete intervals.

The model’s basis is that a superscalar
processor streams instructions through its
pipelines and functional units, and, under
optimal conditions (with no miss events),
a well-balanced design sustains a perfor-

mance level, in terms of instructions
executed per cycle (IPC), approximately
equal to its pipeline (dispatch and issue)
width. We have verified that this is the case
for the processor widths of practical in-
terest—two-way to eight-way. We are not
the first to observe this. Early studies
showed that under ideal conditions, a pro-
cessor with a sufficiently large instruction
window can achieve high issue rates. The
window is the block of consecutive instruc-
tions the control logic is considering for
concurrent execution. In a superscalar pro-
cessor, the window corresponds to instruc-
tions in the reorder buffer (ROB). Riseman
and Foster showed a squared relationship
between instruction window size and the
number of instructions executed per cycle
(IPC);1 more recent studies have also made
this observation.2,3

In practice, miss events often disrupt the
ideal, smooth instruction flow. After a miss
event, the issue of useful instructions
eventually stops; then, no useful instruc-
tions are issued until the miss event is
resolved and instructions can once again

begin flowing.

Figure 2 depicts this interval behavior.
The vertical axis represents the number of

(useful) instructions issued per cycle (IPC),
and the horizontal axis represents time (in
clock cycles). The effects of miss events
divide execution time into intervals. We
define intervals as beginning and ending at
the points where instructions just begin to
dispatch (and issue) following recovery from
the preceding miss event. That is, an
interval includes the time period during
which no useful instructions are issued
following a particular miss event.

Figure 1. Example CPI stack for the twolf benchmark.

Figure 2. Basic idea of interval analysis: analyzing performance by dividing execution time

into intervals between miss events.
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By dividing execution time into intervals,
we can analyze the performance behavior of
intervals individually. In particular, we can
describe and evaluate key performance
characteristics on the basis of interval type
(determined by the miss event that termi-
nates it). Because underlying interval be-
havior is different for front-end and back-
end miss events, we discuss them separately
here. Then we discuss interactions between
miss events.

Front-end misses
Front-end misses fall into two main

categories: first, I-cache and I-TLB misses;
second, branch mispredictions.

I-cache and I-TLB misses. Figure 3 shows
the interval execution curve for an L1 or L2
I-cache miss; I-TLB misses exhibit similar
behavior (the only difference is the amount
of delay). This graph plots the number of
instructions issued (on the vertical axis)
versus time (on the horizontal axis); this is
typical behavior, and we’ve smoothed the
plot for clarity. At the beginning of the
interval, instructions begin to fill the window
at a sustained maximum dispatch width, and
instruction issue and commit ramp up. As
the window fills, the issue and commit rates
increase toward the maximum value. Then,
at some point, an I-cache miss occurs. Before
the window starts to drain, all instructions
already in the pipeline front end must first be
dispatched into the window. This takes an
amount of time equal to the number of
front-end pipeline stages—that is, the num-
ber of clock cycles is equal to the front-end
pipeline length. Offsetting this effect is the
time required to refill the front-end pipeline
after the missed line is accessed from the L2
cache (or main memory). Because the two
pipeline-length delays exactly offset each
other, the overall penalty for an instruction
cache miss equals the miss delay.

Branch mispredictions. Figure 4 shows the
timing of a branch misprediction interval. At
the beginning of the interval, instructions
begin to fill the window and instruction issue
ramps up. Then, at some point, the
mispredicted branch enters the window. At

that point, the window begins draining
useful instructions (those that will eventually
commit). Mis-speculated instructions fol-
lowing the mispredicted branch continue
filling the window, but they don’t contribute
to the issue of good instructions. Nor,
generally speaking, do they inhibit the issue
of useful instructions, if we assume that the
oldest ready instructions are allowed to issue
first. Eventually, when the mispredicted
branch resolves, the processor flushes the
pipeline and refills it with instructions from
the correct path. During this refill time, there
is a zero-issue region where no instructions
issue or complete. The zero-region is ap-
proximately equal to the time it takes to refill
the front-end pipeline.

From the interval analysis, it follows that
the overall performance penalty of a branch
misprediction equals the difference between
the time the mispredicted branch first enters

Figure 3. An I-cache miss interval.

Figure 4. Interval behavior of a branch misprediction.
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the window and the time the first correct-
path instruction enters the window follow-
ing discovery of the misprediction. In other
words, the overall performance penalty

equals the branch resolution time plus the
front-end pipeline length.

Research has shown that the branch
resolution time is subject to the interval

length and the average length of critical data
dependence paths in the program.4 In other
words, the longer the interval and the longer
the data dependence paths, the longer the

branch resolution time. For many pro-
grams, the branch resolution time is the
main contributor to the overall branch

misprediction penalty.

Finally, it follows that to accurately
compute the branch misprediction penalty,
a hardware performance counter mecha-
nism requires knowledge of when a mispre-

dicted branch enters the ROB. This is
reflected in the hardware performance
counter architecture proposed here.

Back-end misses
For back-end miss events, we distinguish

between events of short and long duration.
The short back-end misses are L1 data-
cache misses; the long back-end misses are

L2 data-cache misses and data-TLB misses.

Short misses. If the processor design is
reasonably well-balanced, the ROB (and
related structures) will be large enough for
the out-of-order execution of independent

instructions to hide (overlap) the latency of
short D-cache misses. Thus, our perfor-
mance model considers loads that miss in

the L1 D-cache in much the same way that
it considers instructions issued to long-
latency functional units.

Long misses. When a long D-cache miss
occurs (from L2 to main memory), the

memory delay is typically long—on the
order of a hundred or more cycles. D-TLB
misses exhibit similar behavior. Hence, we

handle both in the same manner.

On an isolated long D-cache miss, the

ROB eventually fills because the load blocks
the ROB head, then dispatch stops, and
eventually issue and commit stop.5 After the

miss data returns from memory, instruction
issue resumes. The total penalty for an
isolated long back-end miss equals the time

between the ROB fill and the time data
returns from memory.

Now consider the influence of a long D-
cache miss that closely follows another long

D-cache miss; assume that the two misses
are independent of each other—that is, the

first load doesn’t feed the second load. By
‘‘closely’’ we mean within the W (window
or ROB size) instructions that immediately

follow the first long D-cache miss. These
instructions will make it into the ROB
before it blocks. If additional long D-cache

misses occur within the W instructions
immediately following the first long D-

cache miss, there is no additional perfor-
mance penalty because their miss latencies
overlap that of the first. Figure 5 illustrates

this timing. Here, we assume that the
second miss follows the first by S instruc-

tions. When the first load’s miss data
returns from memory, the first load com-
mits and no longer blocks the ROB head.

Then, S new instructions can enter the
ROB. This takes approximately S/I cycles,

with I being the dispatch width—just
enough time to overlap the remaining
latency from the second miss. This overlap

holds regardless of the value of S; the only
requirement is that S be less than or equal to
W. The same will be true for any number of

other long D-cache misses that occur within
W instructions of the first long D-cache

miss.

From this analysis, we conclude that the
penalty for both an isolated miss and
multiple, overlapping long D-cache misses

equals the time between the ROB filling up
and the data returning from main memory.

This time is exactly what the proposed
hardware performance counter mechanism
measures.

Miss event interactions
So far, we’ve considered the various miss

event types in isolation. In practice, howev-
er, miss events don’t occur in isolation; they

interact with other miss events. Accurately
dealing with these interactions is crucial to

building meaningful CPI stacks, because

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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miss event penalties should not be double-
counted.

Front-end miss event interactions. The de-
gree of interaction between front-end pipe-

line miss events (branch mispredictions, I-
cache misses, and I-TLB misses) is limited
because the penalties don’t overlap. That is,
front-end pipeline miss events serially disrupt

the flow of good instructions, so the negative
effects of these miss events don’t overlap. The
only thing we must consider in building
accurate CPI stacks is that the penalties of

front-end pipeline miss events along mis-
predicted control-flow paths should not be
counted. For example, the penalty of an I-

cache miss along a mispredicted path should
not be counted as such.

Front-end and long back-end miss event
interactions. The interactions between
front-end pipeline miss events and long
back-end miss events are more complex

because long back-end miss events can
overlap front-end pipeline miss events.
The question is, how do we account for
both miss event penalties? For example, if

a branch misprediction overlaps a long D-
cache miss, do we account for the branch
misprediction penalty, or do we ignore the
branch misprediction penalty, saying that

it is completely hidden under the long
D-cache miss? The fraction of over-
lapped cycles is generally very small. It is
no more than 1 percent for most of the

SPECint2000 benchmarks and only as
much as 5 percent for two of them.6

Because the fraction of overlapped cycles is
so small, any mechanism for dealing with
them will result in relatively accurate and
meaningful CPI stacks. Consequently, for
simplicity, we opt for a hardware perfor-

mance counter implementation that assigns
overlap of front-end and long back-end miss
penalties to the front-end CPI component,
unless the ROB is full, triggering a count of
the long back-end miss penalty.

Counter architecture
The insights obtained from interval

analysis lead us to propose a counter
architecture that computes the penalty or
the number of cycles lost to L1 I-cache
misses, L2 I-cache misses, I-TLB misses, L1

D-cache misses, L2 D-cache misses, D-TLB
misses, branch mispredictions, and long-
latency functional-unit stalls. The architec-
ture includes a global CPI component
counter for each of these categories, and
the idea is to assign every cycle to one of
these global CPI component cycle counters
when possible; the steady-state (baseline)

Figure 5. Interval timing of two overlapping long D-cache misses.
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cycle count then equals the total cycle count
minus the total sum of the individual CPI

component cycle counters. The amount of
hardware required to implement this count-
er architecture is small, and the amount of

storage required is no more than a few
hundred bits.

Front-end miss events
For front-end miss events, the counter

architecture should provide three functions:

N counting the number of cycles lost on

I-cache and I-TLB misses,

N computing the penalty of a branch

misprediction as the time between the
branch entering the ROB and new

instructions entering the ROB after
the branch’s resolution, and

N ignoring front-end miss events along
miss-speculated paths.

To provide these functions, we propose
that the counter architecture include a front-

end miss event table (FMT). Figure 6 shows
its basic structure; Eyerman et al. present
a space-efficient FMT implementation.6 The

FMT is a circular buffer that contains as
many rows as the outstanding branches the
processor supports. One entry is allocated

per outstanding branch in the processor.
FMT entries between the dispatch tail and

the head pointers denote branches dis-

patched in the ROB; entries between the
fetch pointer and the dispatch tail denote
branches fetched but not yet dispatched.

The FMT computes the I-cache and I-
TLB penalty as follows: For any cycle in
which no instructions enter the pipeline
because of an L1 or L2 I-cache miss or an I-
TLB miss, the local counter in the FMT
entry pointed to by the fetch pointer is
incremented. For example, an L1 I-cache
miss causes the local L1 I-cache miss
counter in the FMT to increment every
cycle until the cache miss resolves. Thus, the
miss delay computed in the local counter
corresponds to the actual I-cache or I-TLB
miss penalty (according to interval analysis).

For computing a branch’s misprediction
penalty, the branch penalty counter keeps
track of the number of lost cycles caused by
a potential branch misprediction. Because it
is unknown at dispatch time whether
a branch is mispredicted, the proposed
method computes the number of cycles
during which each branch resides in the
ROB. That is, the branch penalty counter
increments every cycle for all branches
between the dispatch head and tail pointers
in the FMT. The FMT also holds the
branch’s ROB identification (ID). When
a predicted branch resolves and turns out to
be a misprediction, the branch’s ROB ID is
used to locate the corresponding FMT entry
and set the mispredict bit.

When a branch instruction completes,
the counter architecture updates the global
front-end CPI component cycle counters.
That is, it adds the local L1 I-cache, L2 I-
cache, and I-TLB counters to the respective
global cycle counters. If the branch is
incorrectly predicted, the counter architec-
ture adds the value in the branch penalty
counter to the global branch misprediction
cycle counter; from then on, the global
branch misprediction cycle counter incre-
ments every cycle until new instructions
enter the ROB. The resolution of a mis-
predicted branch also deallocates FMT
entries by pointing the FMT dispatch tail
pointer to the mispredicted branch entry
and the FMT fetch pointer to the next
FMT entry. This deallocation policy avoids
the counting of cycles lost by front-end miss
events along miss-speculated paths.

Figure 6. Front-end miss event table (FMT) for computing front-end

miss penalties.
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Back-end miss events
Hardware performance counters for com-

puting cycles lost due to long back-end
misses, such as long D-cache misses and D-

TLB misses, are fairly easy to implement.
These counters start counting when the
ROB is full and the instruction blocking the

ROB is a L2 D-cache miss or D-TLB miss.
For every cycle in which both conditions

hold, the respective cycle counter is incre-
mented. Note that this approach handles
isolated as well as overlapping long-latency

misses.

The counter architecture computes re-
source stalls caused by long-latency func-
tional-unit instructions and L1 D-cache

misses by counting the cycle as a resource
stall if the ROB is full and the instruction

blocking the ROB head is a long-latency
instruction or an L1 D-cache miss.

Evaluation
We evaluated the proposed hardware

performance counter architecture by com-
paring it with two simulation-derived CPI

stacks, two naive (simple) approaches, and
the IBM Power5 mechanism. The simula-

tion-derived CPI stacks serve as a reference
for comparison. We used two simulation-
derived stacks because of the difficulty in

defining what a standard, correct CPI stack
should look like. In particular, there might

be cycles that one could reasonably ascribe
to more than one miss event because of
overlaps.

To compute the simulation-derived CPI

stacks, we started with a processor executing
with no miss events and then progressively
computed lost cycles while adding miss

events one at a time. The two simulation-
derived stacks reflect opposite orderings of

the sequence of adding miss events (Sim
and Sim inv). The similarity of these two
stacks supports our earlier contention that

most overlap effects are minimal (over-

R

Figure 7. Comparison of normalized CPI

stacks for three SPECint2000 bench-

marks: bzip2 (a), crafty (b), and gcc (c).

........................................................................
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lapping L2 D-cache and D-TLB misses

being the exceptions).

The first naive approach computes the

CPI components by multiplying the num-
ber of miss events per instruction by the

penalty for an isolated miss event. The
second naive approach, which we call the
naive nonspec approach, is similar, except

that it doesn’t compute penalties along
mispredicted control-flow paths. The IBM

Power5,7 to the best of our knowledge, is
the only out-of-order processor that imple-
ments a dedicated counter architecture for

computing CPI components. The general
Power5 approach is to inspect the pipeline’s

completion stage, and if no instructions can
be completed in a given cycle, it increments
the appropriate completion stall counter.

We evaluated performance for all the

SPECint2000 benchmarks, but here we
present results for three typical benchmarks
(see Figure 7). For some of the benchmarks,

the naive approach results in CPI stacks that
are highly inaccurate, to the point of not

being meaningful; see, for example, the CPI
stack for gcc in Figure 7c. The sum of the
miss event counts multiplied by the miss

penalties is larger than the total cycle count.
This causes the base CPI, which is the total
cycle count minus the miss event cycle

counts, to be negative. The reason the naive
approach fails to build accurate CPI stacks

is that it doesn’t adequately deal with
overlapped long back-end misses, doesn’t
accurately compute the branch mispredic-

tion penalty, and counts I-cache and I-TLB
misses along mispredicted paths. The naive
nonspec approach, which does not count

miss events along mispredicted paths, is
more accurate than the naive approach, but

the CPI stacks are still not as accurate as the
simulation-derived CPI stacks.

The IBM Power5 approach is clearly an
improvement over the naive approaches.

However, compared with the simulation-
derived CPI stacks, the Power5 stacks—for
example, bzip2 and crafty in Figure 7—are

inaccurate. The Power5 mechanism falls
short because it estimates the I-cache miss

penalty or the branch misprediction penalty
as the zero-issue region past an I-cache
miss event or a branch misprediction. This

is a significant underestimate of the act-
ual miss penalties illustrated by Figures 3

and 4.

The CPI stacks we obtained using our
hardware performance counter architecture
track the simulation-derived CPI stacks very

closely. Whereas both the naive and IBM
Power5 mechanisms showed high inaccu-
racy for several benchmarks, the FMT

architecture showed significantly fewer er-
rors for all benchmarks. As Figure 8 shows,

all maximum CPI component errors were
less than 4 percent. The average error for
our performance counter architecture was

2.5 percent.

As part of future research, we plan to
apply the CPI stack building method-

ology developed in this article to gaining

better insight into how specific compiler
optimizations interact with superscalar pro-

cessor implementations to affect perfor-
mance. In addition, we plan on extending
interval analysis into a performance model

for predicting rather than analyzing overall
performance. MICRO
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